Computer Science MR/MS Post Graduate Survey 2019-2020

- Median salary for Master's graduates = $112,000
- Data reported by students at graduation.
- 230+ responses - 188 salary reports
- Employment knowledge rate of 82%

Median Salaries by State

Range of salaries from low 70's - 200's

Highest median salaries in California

Software continues to dominate full-time offers

Post grad plans at graduation

Accepted JOB or planned further study

80%

Domain of full-time job

Accepted Job (80.58%)  Grad school (0.83%)  Job Searching (18.6%)

Software Engineering  Data Science  Networking  Security  Other: Systems  Other: Site Reliability

Highest number of jobs in Washington, California, & North Carolina

Data Science  Networking  Security  Other: Systems  Other: Site Reliability

Washington (38.34%)  North Carolina (21.24%)  California (22.8%)

14 other states (17.62%)

Range of salaries from low 70's - 200's

East Coast with highest median salaries in California

Size of dot indicates # of reports
Employers of 19-20 graduates

Helpful resources in job search

Top employers
Amazon
LexisNexis
Facebook
Microsoft
Oracle
Barclays
Google
IBM
Red Hat
SAS
VMware

# of job offers
65% - 1 offer
20% - 2 offers
14% - 3+ offers

Student rankings

Sign-on Bonuses by State

Students reporting salaries also reported signing bonuses in:
89% of reports in WA
88% of reports in CA
80% of reports in NY/NJ
54% of reports in NC

NC STATE UNIVERSITY